Old, Rare & E x tremely Limited RUM

R hum J. M – 1994

C LE M E N T – 1 9 70

Vieux 1 5
4 5 . 2% | £1 7.5 0

4 4 % | £37 .5 0

yr

Located in the shadow of Mount Pelee in Martinique
the mighty Rhum J.M. has been producing some of the
world’s finest Agricole rum since the 1800s.
As Rhum .M. is an Agricole and created entirely from
fresh sugarcane juice from Habitation Bellevue the
initial flavour of the sugarcane is very important.

The anticipation to try this rum for me was nearly
overwhelming. It is simply a legend and becoming
increasingly hard to find not to mention exceptionally
expensive.
Homere Clement purchased the 43 hectare sugar
plantation in Martini ue, Domaine de l’aca ou in 1887
and the distillery opened in 1917 to help with the
enormous demand for alcohol during the First World
ar. In 1923 Homere Clement died leaving the distillery
and plantation to Charles Clement. Charles Clement
was the first man to bottle agricole rum on Martini ue
and certainly a leading responsibility in the quality of
Caribbean rum we drink today.

The RUM COLLECTION

Fortunately still to this day Mount Pelee is an active
volcano and a combination of the soil, elevation,
tropical heat and humidity create a microclimate ideal
for rum production.

Following the Appellation d’Origine Controlle of
pressing the sugarcane within three days of harvest
Rhum J.M. actually takes this one level further to
preserve the ultimate freshness and presses the cane
within ust 1 hour of harvest. Another strict rule they
must abide by is that the crop may not be burned at
the end of the season (something nearly all sugarcane
growers do) and so Habitation Bellevue alternates
annual growing between Sugarcane and Bananas.
The expression we have here is an exceptionally old one
by today’s standards with most bottles available being a
2000 vintage or newer. This entered a rum charred’ oak
cask in 1994 and was bottled in 2009 after 15 years.
As you can imagine there is oak on the palate with
herbaceous and floral notes no doubt having been
maintained from the fresh sugarcane juices, as well as
a small amount of spice and burned toffee.
This is a dry, full-bodied and spirity Rhum which is
dangerously uaffable. A delightful balance of charred
wood, fresh grass mixed with fruit cake makes for an
expression to try at least once in a lifetime.

Clement 1970 is single vintage 21 year old rum entirely
made from fresh sugarcane harvested in 1970 on the
Clement plantation.

Old, Rare & Extremely Limited
- very special rum -

As you pour the rum into the glass you notice the
viscosity and deep amber colour. The legs stick strongly
to the side of the glass showing off its significant age
and time in the bottle. The nose is woody with anise,
soft spice and sweet tobacco. The palate is dangerously
smooth with whisky notes and sweet buttercream. The
end is medium bodied with a dryness and slightly tannic
quality. If you have the time to sit and enjoy this it is
without question worth every penny.

P e re L abat – 8 yr

42% | £8.00

Here we have a little extra wild card.
Young, fresh and cheaper than any other on this listing
however certainly not easy to get hold of and in terms
of quality as deserving to be here as any other.
Hailing from la petite distillerie Poisson in Grand Bourg
on the island of Marie Galante (a French island nation
of Guadeloupe) this rum was named as tribute to Father
Labat, a missionary monk of the 17th Century known
for improving the operation of stills.
This rum really is way beyond its price point in terms
of subtlety, depth of flavour and refinement.
Fresh sugarcane is present as well as spicy pepper
and plenty of exotic mango. This is all covered by a
heady combination of wild flowers and honeysuckle.
This really is many many leagues ahead in the world
of agricultural rum.
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Here is a small selection of very special and rare
rums which we have chosen to share with the world.
Most are only available through auction or private
collections and are very rarely seen open
and ready to be enjoyed.
Feel free to ask for advice on any of the
products, extended rum knowledge or even
let us know which expressions you would like
to see here in the coming months.

SERVED IN 25ML MEASURES

Caroni
Distillery
This legendary distillery was established in
1923 on the site of the old Caroni plains’
sugar factory in Trinidad where it grew
and supplied its own sugarcane.
Using both column and pot stills Caroni
predominantly produced heavy, bold and
distinctive expressions for the likes of
the British navy.
Some of their unused barrels which were
happened upon in 2004 and been bought,
aged and bottled, three of which we have
here, are known to be some of the most
sought after spirits available on earth.
Trinidad was a leading rum powerhouse
in the early 20th Century with over
50 distilleries. Their sugarcane was
booming but as the sugar trade declined
so did the distilleries. By 1950 only 8
remained and then finally after selling
a 49% stake of Rum Distillers LTD, t
he division in which Caroni operated,
in 2001 to Angostura, Caroni finally
closed its doors in 2002.
The following rums are three of the
finest from a stock that very soon
will be lost for good.

C aron i, Ve lie r – 1 9 9 4

Ca r o n i , V el i er – 1 998

23 , 100 Pro of
H e av y T ri ni dad Ru m
5 7 .18% | £21.5 0

15 , 104 E X TRA STRONG
T rinidad Rum
5 2% | £ 9. 00

This is the first of the legendary Caroni stock to be
double matured first in Trinidad from 1994 until 2008
and then in Guyana at Demerara Distillers Ltd until
2017. It is then bottled by Velier who are well known
to be responsible for some of the finest bottling’s on
earth. This rum is 100% aged in the tropics with an
astonishing angels share of >85%.

The second Caroni we have here is again a highly
sought after spirit at an incredible price point.
Distilled from the last of the Trinidad molasses this is
aged for 15 years entirely on Trinidad will a spirit loss
owing to Angels share of >75%.

yr

This is a rum to purchase if you have time on your
hands. You realise the moment it leaves the bottle
how special this is. The viscosity is profound with legs
similar to a 60 year old port. This is an intensely oily
expression. The nose again shows its age with leather,
varnish, tar and medicinal properties however tropical
stone fruit just shows its face. The palate is a force of
nature. This is one of the most powerful yet elegant
spirits I’ve ever tried with berries, grape, and even
mango, with everything to be expected from Caroni to
back it up. Rubber, tar and intense leather are present
in abundance but not unpleasant.
The surprise here is the huge aftermath of tannin
reminiscent of a very old burgundy. In fact I would go as
far to say that you should have a go at this only if you
adore the nature of very well aged wine. The finish is
dry and bitter maintaining its similarity to well aged
wine and even vermouth. The smell left in the glass is
of oak, fresh mango and a very intriguing minty and
medicinal quality which leaves you with a very
satisfied smile.

- cubanatapasbar.co.uk -

yr

Like the Heavy 23yr this is distinctly Caroni on the
nose from the moment you pop the cork. Softer with
apricot and orange but still holding onto the classic tar
and leather notes. Again as this hits the side of the
glass you realise that although significantly younger
this rum still has some serious viscosity.
The palate is frankly sublime with the distinct petroley
notes typical of the distillery quickly fading to sticky
sweet raisins balanced by marmalade and lemon.
Like the Guyana stock it maintains a smoky varnish
like structure albeit not an unpleasant one. The finish of
this expression is a real treat with a chewy and what
appears to be never ending taste of currants. You are
left with a dry and tannic quality right at the ultimatum
telling you simply to have another.

C a r o n i , B o n P L A N D – 1 995

21 y r
50% | £ 24. 50

Here we have a very special and very different Caroni.
Aptly named after Aime Bonpland, the French Physician
and Natural Scientist who is responsible for hundreds
of plant and animal species being discovered in the
18th Century.
Bonpland are a very exciting new German company
from the Mosel region who have quickly made a very
good name for themselves in the rum and liqueur world.
At the end of our rum menu you can find two bottlings
by Bonpland aged in Chardonnay and Pinot Noir wine
casks however this bottling is aged in Moscatel German
wine casks and only 300 50cl bottles have been
produced making this exceptionally rare.
The bottle itself is beautiful and comes with a gold
inlaid wooden stand already adding to the anticipation.
On removal of the cork this doesn’t have the classic tar
and petrol punch of a classic Caroni. Instead you are
met with a powerful bouquet of tropical fruit including
pineapple and even apricot. On the palate you get a
small amount of that wonderful Caroni tar hidden within
the creamy texture. This is followed by more grilled
pineapple, buttery pastry and bonfire toffee. This is
simply epic. It’s a shame there is so little of it.
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